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How   To   Identify   Your   Vinyl   Siding   Panel  
 

Losing   a   few   pieces   of   siding   off   of   your   home   from   high   winds,   grills   placed   a   little   too   close  
for   comfort   or   even   siding   a   new   home   addition   can   prove   to   be   a   bigger   challenge   than   most  
homeowners   would   anticipate   when   it   comes   time   to   match   up   their   existing   siding   panel.   With  
dozens   of   siding   manufacturers   to   choose   between   how   can   you   be   sure   to   purchase   the   right   panel  
again?   

There   are   a   lot   of   vinyl   siding   manufacturers   producing   a   variety   of   lines   featuring   different  
grains,   thicknesses,   locking   features,   colors,   and   profiles.   Let’s   focus   on   just   a   few   of   these   key  
manufacturers;   Plygem,   Alside,   CertainTeed,   Norandex,   ABT.   CO.   and   Provia.   

  
 

In   order   to   evaluate   the   differences  
between   vinyl   siding   panels   it’s   important   to   be  
able   to   distinguish   all   the   parts   of   a   panel.   

 
NAIL   FIN:   Located   at   the   top   of   the   panel,   the   nail  
fin   sports   long   slots   for   fasteners.    Their   elongated  
shape   allows   the   installer   flexible   placement   for  
fasteners   to   hit   a   stud   or   allow   for   proper  
expansion   and   contraction.   
 
UPPER   LOCK:   Beneath   the   nailing   fin   is   the  
upper   lock.   This   is   the   location   where   a   lower   lock  
of   another   panel   snaps   upward   into   and   over   the  
upper   lock.   
 
BUTT:   The   butt   is   the   furthest   point   at   the   end   of   a  
lap   before   the   siding   returns   back   into   itself   to   start   a   new   lap.   This   spot   is   often   used   to   gauge   the  
depth   of   a   siding   panel.   
 
WEEP   HOLES:   Located   at   the   bottom   of   a   panel,   the   weep   holes   are   small   voids   punched   through  
the   siding   to   allow   any   trapped   moisture   to   evacuate   from   behind   the   panel.   
 
LOWER   LOCK:   The   lower   lock   is   located   on   the   bottom   of   the   panel   and   curves   upward   behind   the  
panel.   The   lower   lock   of   one   panel   hooks   up   and   over   the   upper   lock   of   another   panel   during  
installation.   
 
LAP:   The   lap   is   a   term   used   to   describe   the   area   spanning   from   the   bottom   of   the   upper   lock   to   the  
butt   and   from   the   butt   to   the   lower   lock.   The   image   above   is   an   example   of   a   double   4”   lap   siding.   
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Some   of   the   easiest   vinyl   siding   panels   to   identify   are   those  
manufactured   by   Provia   Siding   because   of   their   tell   tale   heart  
shaped   weep   hole   that   is   punched   into   the   bottom   of   each   panel.   

       This   image,   left,   clearly   shows   the   small   heart  
shaped   hole   positioned   at   the   bottom   of   every  
Provia   siding   panel.   The   small   metal   tool   located  
below   it   is   the   punch   used   to   produce   the   weep  
holes.  
      If   you’ve   identified   your   vinyl   siding   panel  
manufacturer   as   Provia   by   using   this   method,  
you   can   then   narrow   it   down   between   four   of   their  
most   commonly   used   product   lines;   Cedar  

Peaks,   Heart   Tech,   Ultra,   or   Willowbrook.    These   four   can   then   be   divided   in   two   groups   based   on  
their   graining   pattern.   The   Ultra   and   Willowbrook   feature   brushed   finishes   across   their   surface   while  
the   Cedar   Peaks   and   Heart   Tech   panel   both   feature   wood   grain.   
      To   determine   the   difference   between   the   Ultra   and  
Willowbrook   panels   one   only  
needs   to   examine   the   lock   at  
the   top   of   the   panel!   The  
Willowbrook   has   a   distinct  
rollover   at   the   top   of   the   lock  
while   the   Ultra   panel   has   a   more  
simple   straight   nailing   fin.  
Additionally   the   Ultra   panel   has  
a   light   brushed   finish   when  
compared   to   the   Willowbrook  
which   has   a   very   heavy   brushed  
grain.   Check   out   the  
comparison    to   the   right.  
      The   main   difference   in   the   Cedar   Peaks   and   Heart   Tech   panel   can   be   found   not   only   in   their   wood  
grain   texture   but   also   in   their   locking   systems.   The   grain   on   the   Cedar   Peaks   closely   emulates   a   tight  

cedar   grain   while   the   Heart   Tech  
panel   features   a   more   loose   and  
distinct   wood   grain   reminiscent   of  
Oak   or   Pine.   While   both   panels   have  
a   double   ply   lock   you   will   notice   in  
this   example   that   there   is   a   distinct  
gap   between   the   front   and   rear  
panels   of   the   lock   of   the   Heart   Tech  
where   the   Cedar   Peaks   is   clamped  
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securely   together   for   a   more   rigid   connection   to   an   exterior   wall.   
  
          PlyGem,   the   number   one   vinyl   siding   manufacturer   in   North  
America,   produces   a   wide   array   of   panels   to   cover   every   exterior   siding  
need.   We   will   be   focusing   primarily   on   identifying   two   of   the   brands  
under   the   PlyGem   umbrella,   Variform   and   Mastic.   
 

Plygem   does   a   great   job   of   labeling   their   panels.   One   the   upper   lock   just   below   the   nailing   line  
there   is   a   date   code   printed   into   every  
panel.   This   date   code   provides  
information   that   will   identify   the   date   and  
time   of   manufacture,   as   well   as,   the  
specific   plant   of   manufacture.   In   some  
cases   it   may   be   necessary   to   unlock  
more   than   one   panel   to   locate   a   date  
code.   

You   will   have   one   of   two   types   of  
date   codes   on   your   panel   depending   on   when   your   siding   was   manufactured.   Products   manufactured  
after   1994   will   have   an   ink-jet   printed   date   code   and   products   manufactured   before   1995   will   have   an  
embossed   date   code.   If   you   see   these   types   of   coding   and   sequencing   on   your   panel   you   can   also  
contact   Plygem   directly   with   the   information   for   further   assistance   in   identifying   your   panel.   

 
          Variform   features   three   distinct   siding   panels   distinguishable   side   by   side  
by   the   depth   of   their   graining   and   their   top   lock.   If   you   look   at   the   graining   on  
the   example   below   from   left   to   right,   you   can   very   clearly   see   that   the   imitation  
cedar   graining   increases   in   depth   and   definition   from   the   Ashton   Heights   panel  
to   the   thicker   Vortex   Extreme.   While   this   is   a   useful   way   to   distinguish   the  

panels   amongst   themselves,   you   as   a   homeowner,   will   most   likely   not   have   other   siding   panels   to   use  
as   comparison.   

As   a   stocking   vendor   of   PlyGems  
Variform   vinyl   siding   we’ve   found   the   easiest  
way   to   identify   their   panel   is   in   the   nail   fin!   The  
Ashton   Heights   panel   has   a   very   obvious  
double   slotted   nail   fin,   over   and   under   nailing  
slot   rows,   and   remains   flat   and   straight.  
Beside   it,   to   the   right,   is   the   Camden   Pointe  
panel   has   a   single   row   nailing   line   and   a   small  
front   facing   roll   over   lip   at   the   top   of   the   nailing  
fin.   PlyGem   refers   to   this   roll   over   as   their  
patented   pointe-lock   system,   the   industry's  
first   rollover   panel   locking   leg.   Vortex,  
Variforms   thickest   panel   at   an   0.046”   located  
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on   the   far   right   of   this   image,   has   a   fully   doubled   over   nail   fin   at   the   top   of   the   lock.   Not   only   is   the  
Vortex   the   heaviest   panel   of   the   Variform   lines   but   it   also   boasts   the   most   complex   lock   of   all   three  
panels   we’ve   compared.   Note   that   the   Camden   Pointe   and   Vortex   panels   will   often    not    interlock   with  
any   other   siding   manufacturer   panel.   The   bottom   of   these   two   panels   feature   a   small   backward   facing  
roll   over   that   does   not   work   with   any   other   siding   panel.    Additionally,   for   those   of   you   with   tape  
measures,   you   will   find   that   the   Ashton   Heights   and   Camden   Pointe   have   a   ⅝”   butt.   The   Vortex  
Extreme   panel   sports   a   ¾”   butt   because   of   it’s   extra   thickness   as   an   upgraded   panel.   
 
 Mastic   vinyl   siding   by  

PlyGem   is   aesthetically  
comparable   to   the  
Variform   panels   with  
similar   graining,   profiles  
and   color   options,   as  
one   might   expect   from  

two   panels   manufactured   by   the   same   parent  
company.    While   there   are   numerous   other  
differences   between   these   panels   that   aren’t   visible  
to   the   eye;   when   it   comes   to   identifying   vinyl   siding;  
we   are,   in   this   case,   judging   a   book   completely   by   it’s  
cover.    The   differences   we   are   going   to   focus   on   are  
again   most   noticeable   in   the   panels   lock   and   nailing  
fin.   
      Starting   with   the   Ovation,   Mastics   0.042”  
panel,   we   can   easily   see   that   the   lock   featured  
on   this   panel   is   very   simple   and   lacks   any   of  
the   roll   over   technology   featured   on   the   Quest  
and   Carvedwood   panels   from   Mastic   as   well  
as   Variform’s   Camden   Pointe   and   Vortex  
Extreme   panels.   Additionally   the   Ovation  
panel’s   upper   lock   is   quite   narrow   and   roughly  
half   the   size   of   the   upper   locks   on   both   the  
Quest   and   Carvedwood   panels.   A   similar  

comparison   can   be   made   between   the   upper  
lock   size   of   the   Ashton   Heights   panel   as   it   is  
also   roughly   half   the   size   of   the   upper   locks  
on   both   the   Camden   Pointe   and   Vortex  
Extreme   Panel.   Comparatively   the   Ovation   is  
most   similar   to   the   Ashton   Heights   but   the  
Ovation   panel   features   a   single   nailing   line  
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on   the   nail   fin   and   sports   a   heavier   graining   pattern.  
The   Carvedwood   panel   distinguishes   itself   among   the   other   mastic   panels   with   the   small   front  

roll   over   on   the   top   of   the   nail   fin   which   is   very   similar   to   the   Variform   Camden   Pointe   panel;   however  
if   you   look   closely   at   the   example   on   the   left   you   can   see   that   the   lower   lock   on   the   Carvedwood  
panel   does    not    possess   the   small   outward   facing   roll   over   that   the   Camden   Pointe   possesses.  
Additionally   the   Carvedwood   panel   has   a   much   looser   grain   than   the   tight   knit   wood   grain   on   the  
Camden   Pointe.   

The   last   Mastic   panel   we   are   going   to   address   is   the   premium   Quest   panel.   Side   by   side   with  
the   other   Mastic   panel   you   will   note   the   deeper   tight   graining   on   the   lap   of   this   panel.   If   you   have   a  
tape   measure   at   hand   you   can  
clearly   see   that   the   Quest   panel  
has   a   ¾”   inch   butt   where   the  
Ovation   and   Carvedwood   panels  
have   a   ⅝”   butt.   The   Quest   panel  
also   has   a   more   complex   upper  
lock   than   both   the   Ovation   and  
Carvedwood   panels.   If   you   look  
closely   at   the   nail   fin   detail   on   the  
Quest   panel   you   can   see   that   the  
fin   doubles   over   toward   the   front  
of   the   panel.   If   you   compare   this  
side   by   side   with   the   Variform  
Vortex   Extreme   panel   you   can   see   that   the   nail   fins   roll   over   in   opposite   directions.   Quest   to   the   front  
and   Vortex   Extreme   to   the   back.   Additionally,   if   you   focus   in   on   the   bottom   lock   of   both   panels   the  
Vortex   Extreme   panel   has   the   addition   of   another   small   outward   facing   roll   over   and   the   Quest   panel  
does   not.   

 
 
CertainTeed   manufactures   a  
wide   variety   of   panels,   for   the  
sake   of   this   article   we   are   going  
to   address   three   of   the   most  

common   panels   we   find   on   our   customers'   homes.  
CertainTeed   is   one   of   the   easier   panels   to   identify  
because   of   a   unique   siding   installation   tool   that   is   printed  
on   the   upper   lock   or    nail   fin.   Their   STUDfinder   system   is  
printed   very   clearly   on   this   portion   of   every   panel   they  
manufacture   but   may   vary   in   location   slightly   depending  
on   panel   and   the   size   of   the   lock   and   nailing   fin.   The   STUDfinder   system   acts   as   a   marker   for   the  
location   a   stud   should   be   located   for   fastening   purposes   by   following   a   pattern   of   letters   that   spells  
“Studfinder”   across   the   panel.   
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Once   you’ve   successfully   identified   your   CertainTeed   panel   with   the   easy   observation   of   the  
STUDfinder   you   can   begin   to    examine   your   panel   for   other   characteristics   in   order   to   determine   what  
line   it   is   from.   The   first   panel   we   are   going   to   break   down   is   the   Mainstreet   panel.   This   is  
CertainTeed’s   0.042”   panel   and   comes   in   a   wide   variety   of   profiles,   which   we   discuss   in   a   later   article,  
but   you   can   easily   identify   this   panel   amongst   the   other   CertainTeed   panels   because   of   it’s   open  
wood   grain   pattern.   The   pattern   is   well   defined   and   falls   in   slightly   wavy   but   mostly   regular   lines   with  

small   intermittent   dashes   and   grooves   throughout   the  
pattern.    While   most   manufacturers   describe   their  
panel’s   as   being   “woodgrain”   we   as   consumers   must  
realize   that   these   artificial   woodgrains   are   as   unique   and  
different   as   the   trees   they   pretend   to   emulate.   The  
particular   pattern   on   Mainstreet   is   unique   and  
recognizable   even   amongst   other   brands.   While   the   lock  
is   rather   simple   it   does   feature   a   partial   front   facing   roll  
over   on   the   top   of   the   nailing   fin.   
      The   next   panel   in   CertainTeed’s   lineup   is   Restoration  

Classic,   their   0.044”   panel.   This   upgraded   panel   is   slightly   thicker   than   the  
Mainstreet   panel   and   sports  
a   full   front   facing   rollover   at  
the   top   of   the   nailing   fin  
instead   of   the   partial   rollover  
that   stops   above   the   nailing  
line   on   the   Mainstreet   panel.  

This   panel   also   has   a   full   ⅝”   butt.   Additionally  
Restoration   Classic   panels   feature   a   woodgrain  
reminiscent   of   select   cedar.   The   graining   is   tight   and  
straight   across   the   panel's   face.   The   grain   is   slightly  
raised   across   the   surface.   

The   Monogram   panel   is   CertainTeed’s   0.046”  
panel   and   a   very   popular   upgraded   option   because   of  
it’s   additional   thickness   and   alternative   color   options.  
Because   of   this   panel's   additional   thickness   it   also  
has   a   much   thicker   butt   at   ¾”   of   an   inch.    In   addition   to   that   the   Monogram   panel   has   a   more   complex  
“CertiLock”   that   the   other   panels   CertainTeed   manufactures.   The   “CertiLock”   is   an   additional  

backward   facing   roll   on   the   bottom   lock  
similar   to   what   we’ve   already   seen   on   the  
Vortex   Extreme   panel   by   Variform.   The  
panel   also   features   a   full   front   roll   over   nail  
fin   for   added   rigidity.   
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        Norandex   vinyl   siding   is   distributed   singularly   by   ABC   Supply  
Co.   has   four   main   siding   lines   we   will   be   identifying:   Sagebrush,  
Great   Barrier,   Cedar   Knolls,   and   Woodsman   Select.   Thus   far   we  
have   mainly   been   focusing   on   three   lines   per   manufacturer   but  
I’ve   chosen   to   include   an   additional   line   of   siding   for   Norandex  

because   of   its   unique   0.050”   premium   thickness.   Norandex   ,as   a   brand,   distinctly   marks   all   their  
siding   panels   with   an   “x”   on   the   nail   fin,   right   below   the   nail   slots,   every   8”.   This   is   a   similar   installation  
tool   to   what   we   see   on   CertainTeed’s   panels   with   the   “STUDfinder”   tool,   Norandex   calls   theirs’   the  
“NailRIGHT”   siding   installation  
tool   system.   On   both   the  
Norandex   and   Certainteed   panel  
the   nail   fin   markings   help  
installers   find   studs   quickly   and  
easily   and   makes   sure   they   don’t  
damage   wiring   and   plumbing   by  
nailing   between   studs.   This  
simple   marking   system   makes  
the   Norandex   panel   easy   to  
identify.  

I’m   sure   by   now   most  
have   come   to   realize   that   the  
thinner,   less   expensive   panels   are   the   most   simplistic   and   lack   the   advanced   locking   systems   and  
fancy   rollovers   on   the   heavier   panels.   Norandex’s   Woodsman   Select   0.042”   panel   is   no   exception.  
The   nail   fin   on   the   panel   has   a   small   forward   facing   roll   over   at   the   top   of   the   lock,   similar   to  
Certainteed’s   Mainstreet   panel   nail   fin   and   lock.   The   graining   on   this   panel   is   a   very   tight   cedar   wood  
grain   pattern   and   only   lightly   embossed.   This   panel   is   also   uniquely   low   gloss   straight   out   of   the   box  
which   makes   it   easier   to   blend   into   older  
siding   during   a   repair.   

Next   up   is   the   Cedar   Knolls   0.044”  
panel   which   is   virtually   identical   to   the  
Woodsman   Select   in   both   lock   and   nail  
fin.   It’s   only   distinguishing   characteristic   is  
it’s   wood   grain.    The   Woodsman   Select  
has   a   much   tighter   and   straighter   cedar  
grain   than   the   Cedar   Knolls   panel   which  
has   more   of   a   natural   wavy   and   loose  
cedar   grain   texture.   If   you   look   closely   at  
the   example   to   the   right   you   can   see   the  
distinctive   graining   on   each   panel.  
Norandex’s   next   panel   is   their   Great  
Barrier   0.046”   panel   which   sports   a   solid  
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¾”   butt   as   opposed   to   the   two   thinner   panels   which   have   a   ⅝”   butt.   In   addition   to   the   thicker   material  
and   greater   projection   the   Great   Barrier   panel   also   has   a   slightly   different   top   roll   over   on   the   nail   fin.  

While   both   the   Woodsman   Select   and  
Cedar   Knolls   have   the   same   small   forward  
facing   roll   over   at   the   top   of   the   nailing   fin  
the   Great   Barrier   panel   has   a   full   rear   roll  
over   on   the   nailing   fin   that   doubles   its  
thickness.   
     The   last   Norandex   panel   we   will   examine  
is   the   Sagebrush   0.050”   panel,   which  
despite   it’s   extra   thickness   has   the   same   ¾”  
butt   as   the   Great   Barrier   panel.   However  
this   panel   is   easily   identified   amongst   it’s  
fellow   Norandex   panels   because   of   it’s  
double   row   nailing   fin   and   the   small   rear  
facing   roll   over   at   the   top   of   the   fin.   You   can  
see   in   this   side   by   side   comparison,   to   the  
left,   how   easily   the   Sagebrush   is   to   identify  
as   well   as   all   the   characteristics   of   the   other  
three   panels   we   discussed.   
 
        We   are   now   going   to   travel   briefly   into  

the   world   of   a   box   store   brand,   ABT   CO,   which   is   commonly   found   in   large  
shopping   centers   like   Menards.   These   are   often   the   most   difficult   panels   to  
identify   because   of   their   generic  
look   and   lack   of   innovative   locking  
systems.   The   best   way   to   identify  
ABT   CO   is   actually   by   their   lack   of  
labeling.   We   will   do   our   best   to   help  

you   recognize   these   panels   if   you   come   across   them.   As  
we   have   with   other   brands   we   will   be   focusing   on   ABT   CO’s  
0.042”   Watford,   0.044”   Harbor   Ridge,   and   0.046”   Color  
Guard   panels.    What   may   help   some   of   you   right   off   the   bat  
is   to   acknowledge   that   the   ABT   CO   panels   Harbor   Ridge  
and   Color   Guard   only   come   in   two   lap   profiles:   a   Double   4”  
Standard   Lap   and   a   Double   4.5”   Dutch   Lap.   While   many  
manufactures   have   four   or   more   styles   of   panels   per   line  
both   of   these   are   limited   to   only   two   styles.   Besides   that  
there   aren’t   any   definitive   markings   or   labelings   that   would  
identify   an   ABT   CO   panel   with   100%   accuracy.   I   can   say   that   if   you   haven’t   identified   your   panel   as  
any   of   the   other   brands   we’ve   thoroughly   discussed   and   identified,   that   there’s   a   decent   chance   you  
are   dealing   with   a   box   store   panel   like   ABT   CO.   
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      To   the   left   we’ve   gleaned   some   information   in  
regards   to   the   ABT   CO   panels   and   with   any   luck  
these   visual   representations   will   aid   you   in   identifying  
them.   The   Color   Guard   panel,   in   red   at   the   top,   is   the  
thickest   of   the   ABT   CO   panels   and   has   a   full   roll   over  
top   nailing   fin.   The   top   lock   itself   is   a   bit   different   than  
what   we’ve   seen   on   other   panels   and   has   only   a  
single   roll   over   at   the   bottom   to   secure   the   bottom   lock  
of   the   lap   above.   The   grain   is   heavy   and   has   a   tight  
wood   grain   pattern.   
       Next   is   the   Harbor   Ridge   panel   which  
comparatively   looks   like   Certainteed   Mainstreet   in  
graining   and   texture   and   the   Mastic   Ovation   panel   in  
regards   to   the   lock   and   nailing   fin.   The   grain   is   an  
open   wood   graining   and   the   lock   is   a   simple   one   play  
lock   with   a   single   nailing   fin.   
      Last   but   not   least   we   have   the   Watford   panel   by  
ABT   CO.   This   panel   comes   in   a   whopping   six  
profiles!   Luckily   for   us   the   Watford   is   the   most   easily  
recognizable   of   the   ABT   CO   panels   because   of   it’s  
small   forward   facing   roll   over   at   the   top   of   the   single  
row   nailing   fin.   The   graining   on   this   panel   resembles  
the   open   pine   grain   we   found   early   on   the   Heart   Tech  
panel   by   Provia.   Do   your   best   not   to   confuse   the   two  
by   remembering   Provia   has   it’s   distinctive   heart  
shaped   weep   holes   and   the   Heart   Tech   panel   has   a  
rear   facing   doubled   over   nailing   fin!  

 
      Alside   vinyl   siding   might   not   be   a   brand   many   of   you   are   familiar  
with   when   you   think   about   names   like   Certainteed   and   Plygem   but  
here   in   the   midwest   and   on   the  
east   coast   this   brand   of   vinyl  

siding   pops   it’s   head   up   on   a   more   regular   basis.   While   most   of  
what   Alside   offers   are   foam   back   options   they   have   a   few  
standard   vinyl   panels   we   can   examine.   

The   Charter   Oak   panel   is   their   thickest   standard   vinyl  
panel   at   an   0.046”   thick   panel,   there   are   also   a   Charter   Oak  
insulated   panel   and   a   Charter   Oak   Neopor   graphite   reflective  
pane   for   the   sake   of   the   readers   let's   focus   on   the   good   old  
standard   vinyl   panel!   The   Charter   Oak   is   Alsides   flagship   panel  
and   by   far   the   most   popular.   This   panel   has   one   of   the   most  
obvious   tell   tale   identification   signs   we’ve   ever   seen   on   a   vinyl  
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siding   panel.   No,   your   eyes   are   not   fooling.   Yes,   that   is   a   blue   stripe   on   the   upper   lock.   That   blue  
stripe   is   actually   a   reinforced   fiberglass   coating   that   Alside   puts   over   the   upper   lock   to   increase  
rigidity.   This   is   actually   a   really   interesting   feature   that   basically   adds   strength   to   the   lock   so   it   remains  
more   rigid   to   the   high   points   of   the   wall,   essentially   making   it   look   flatter   during   installation   where   a  
wall   might   be   wavy   or   crowned.   Additionally   this   panel   has   a   fully   rolled   over   double   ply   nailing   fin   and  
as   its   name   suggests   an   oak   grain   finish.   

The   final   panel   we   will   look   at   is   the   Odyssey   Plus,  
Alsides   0.044”   panel.   While   thinner   than   the   Charter   Oak  
panel   the   Odyssey   Plus    panel   still   has   a   fully   rolled   over   lock,  
a   great   feature   for   added   strength.   What   differentiates   this  
panel   most   from   the   Charter   Oak   is   it’s   obvious   double   rowed  
nailing   lines   on   the   nail   hem.   

 
While   it’s   impossible   to   cover   every   line   of   every   brand  

ever   made   we   hope   that   this   has   given   you   some   insight   and  
helpful   information   toward   identifying   your   siding   panel.   For  
more   information   on   these   panels   visit   their   websites   or   utilize  
the   contact   information   in   the   table   of   contents.   
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